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Advancement Division Overview 

Mission and Purpose 
With a commitment to excellence, the division will utilize a variety of fundraising principles to 

establish and cultivate connections with individuals and organizations to build a passionate 

commitment to Cedarville University and a willingness to invest their wealth, work, and 

wisdom in advancing the University’s mission. 

 

Constituents include but are not limited to: 

 

Trustees 

Students 

Alumni 

Faculty and staff 

Donors 

Relatives of students, alumni, and donors 

Churches and pastors 

Companies 

Foundations (public and private) 

Radio listeners 

 

Encouraging Active Involvement 
Each department within the division is responsible for engaging their respective constituent 

groups and encouraging them to become involved at a higher level with CU. 

 

Alumni Relations conducts alumni events to create a sense of community and to show 

graduates opportunity for greater involvement. 

The Cedarville Fund helps connect the needs of the University with donor interests and 

matches giving levels with donor ability. The Cedarville Fund also supports general 

scholarships. 

Gift Planning and Endowment helps donors create gift plans that provide financial 

benefits to the donors, their heirs, and Cedarville University. The Gift Planning Department 

also raises funds for endowed and annually-funded scholarships.  

CDR Radio broadcasts chapel and promotes the mission and message of CU through their 

programming. 
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Advancement Division Overview 

Alumni Relations 
The purpose of the Alumni Relations Department is to serve Cedarville University alumni by 

connecting them with one another and the University. These connections are built through 

timely and effective communication, campus and regional events, student programming, and 

ministering to individual needs. By maintaining these connections, they seek to establish good 

will, encourage alumni toward greater involvement 

with the University, and nurture individual spiritual 

growth. 

 

The Alumni Relations staff plans and executes events 

and programs that focus on strengthening or creating 

alumni affinity with the University and other graduates 

through a variety of mediums. Alumni Relations hosts 

a myriad of chapter and campus events, such as 

Homecoming, to connect alumni with their friends and 

the University.  

 

Alumni Relations helps maintain connection and 

communication with alumni through mailings, the 

Inspire magazine, email, and the alumni website.  

 

Not only do the Alumni Relations Staff work with alumni, but they also engage future alumni 

through campus programs such as Seniors Thinking Forward, seminars designed to assist 

seniors in life after Cedarville, and the student organization DAE. DAE students help Alumni 

Relations with local and regional events and are provided the opportunity to interact with 

alumni across the nation.  

 

While Alumni Relations staff do not solicit funds, they do assist Advancement officers in 

identifying prospects through their many interactions with alumni.  
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Advancement Division Overview 

The Cedarville Fund 
The Cedarville Fund Staff create and sustain relationships with alumni, friends, parents, and 

churches, offering God-honoring opportunities to invest current year financial gifts and become 

partners with Cedarville students in their education. These relationships are reinforced through 

expressions and interactions of gratitude, stewardship, prayer, and friendship. In these ways, the 

Cedarville Fund staff will seek to assure continued annual involvement while appropriately 

introducing these partners to, and encouraging additional investment in, other aspects of 

Cedarville’s ministry. 

 

The Cedarville Fund provides funds for 

current operating support to help CU 

meet its most pressing needs and 

supplies budget support for every facet 

of the University. These dollars provide 

a resource for immediate use such as 

the purchase of computer lab 

equipment, the acquisition of library 

materials, or scholarships for students. 

The money raised by the Cedarville 

Fund also assists academic programs, Chapel, MIS, etc.  

 

Gifts to the Cedarville Fund make up the difference between what it costs to provide your 

education and what you actually pay. Without the annual fund, your tuition bill would  

immediately increase. Resources provided by the Cedarville Fund have benefited every student   

who has ever attended CU, and with your help will continue to provide opportunities for current 

and future generations of students. 

 

Just last year, nearly $800,000 was awarded to students as need-based and merit-based financial  

aid. These awards were provided by gifts to the Cedarville Fund and designated to general  

scholarships. As a result, 341 students received assistance to help them continue their studies at  

Cedarville. YOU have the opportunity to help us increase these gifts and provide even more  

financial assistance! 

 

Through Phonathon 2007, the alumni  participation rate soared from 8.9% to 16.58%. That’s a 

150% increase! Alumni participation is vital when it comes to US News and World Report 

rankings, grant consideration, and student recruitment. Your work through Phonathon has a 

significant impact on more than just dollars raised!  
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Advancement Division Overview 

Gift Planning and Endowment 
The Gift Planning and Endowment Department supports the Advancement Division by 

attracting gifts to increase the University’s endowment. These gifts are primarily in the form of 

estate gifts, gift annuities, charitable trusts, endowed scholarships, or other major gifs with   

long-term, restricted-use provisions. The Gift Planning and Endowment Department manages 

these gifts along with endowed and annually-funded scholarships.  

 

When donors wish to support students by 

establishing gift plans such as charitable gift 

annuities or trusts, the donor makes a gift to 

Cedarville, often in the form of real estate or 

stock. Gift Planning officers sell the property or 

stocks, invest the proceeds, and return the 

investment earnings to the donor, providing an 

income source during his or her lifetime. When 

the donor passes away, Cedarville pulls the asset 

out of investment and can use the gift for various 

projects such as building campaigns and 

scholarships.  

 

Some donors would rather give a large, cash gift to Cedarville. When donors provide a large 

gift of $25,000+, Cedarville invests the entire gift and awards the interest earnings as a 

scholarship. The principle is never spent, but the interest can be awarded or reinvested, ensuring 

the fund will provide scholarship income every year. Donors have provided more than $16 

million in endowed scholarships for Cedarville students. Last year, Cedarville awarded more 

than $800,000 in endowed scholarships to 380 students. 

 

Other donors assist Cedarville students with more moderate gifts through annually-funded 

scholarships. The scholarship may be awarded one time or continue year-to-year if the donor 

wishes to provide at least $1,500 to keep it going. Last year, donors helped 120 students by 

providing more than $275,000 for annually-funded scholarships. 

 

Large and moderate gifts are raised through relationships developed by the Gift Planning staff. 

They attract, cultivate, and foster relationship with prospective and current donors through: 

 

  Mailings 

  Telephone calls 

  Personal visits 

  The Legacy Banquet 

  The Gift Planning website  
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Advancement Division Overview 

CDR Network Radio 
CDR Radio Network exists to help listeners understand the Word of God and the world in light 

of God’s Word. CDR also presents the University as a Christ-centered institution that equips 

Christians for lifelong academic, professional, and personal excellence through an education 

consistent with biblical truth. 

 

CDR Radio Network provides a variety of programs to their 

audience. From forums and lectures to listener-centered music, 

CDR strives to present the University to a broad base of 

constituents who may not otherwise be connected to Cedarville. 

Essentially, CDR helps shape the public perception of the 

University.  

 

CDR also provides a media ministry to its listeners and the 

community through: 

 

CD and DVD production and distribution 

Chapel Broadcasts 

Multi-channel internet audio streaming 

Digital audio archives 

Web portal 
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A Christian Philosophy of Philanthropy 

“For where your heart is,  

     there your treasure will be also.”     
             Matthew 6:21 

 
 

Throughout the Scriptures, believers are called to help the poor and downtrodden, to further the 

kingdom, and to bring Christ to a dying world. Cedarville University is a part of that mission. 

By giving to Cedarville, people are able to fulfill this charge. Our job is to assist prospective 

donors in that process. 

 

   As fundraisers for Cedarville, we  

   believe the closer affinity a person  

   has with Cedarville, the more likely  

   they are to give. If their heart is tied  

   to Cedarville, they will care about its  

   future and will want to be a part of it.  

   We strive to bring these donors  

   alongside the work of Cedarville and  

   help them feel like the important part  

   of it they are. We find out what they  

   are passionate about through  

   cultivating relationships with them.  

   Then we are able to help them  

   determine how they want to invest  

   their passions at Cedarville.  

 

Our donors are more than just a checkbook. They trust us with their hard-earned money. We 

need to be people worthy of that trust. Hence, we follow Biblical principles of stewardship to 

ensure we properly handle all the funds entrusted to us. Outside auditors verify our financial 

statements on a yearly basis. Our planned gift donors are kept fully informed of the values of 

their gifts. We regularly work with the Business Office to be certain all designated funds are 

gifted and used as such.   

 

Ultimately, each individual Christian and the University as a whole is responsible to be good 

stewards of the money the Lord has entrusted us with. After all, it is His money to begin with.  
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Cedarville Univeristy Phonathon  

Phonathon Purpose 
The Phonathon program is a significant part of the Advancement Division, and you are now an 

important member of our team! 

 

Why does Cedarville need a Phonathon? 
You have several basic goals to accomplish during the Phonathon: 

Broaden the number of those who give to the University by bringing back lapsed 

donors, donors who haven’t yet given this year, and securing first-time donors.  

Secure the largest gifts possible from those who give. 

Create a personal connection with alumni and be a positive representative of CU. People 

like to know their contributions accomplish meaningful things. 

LISTEN to alumni talk about their CU experiences. ASK QUESTIONS to gather useful 

information to help us create an even stronger connection with the alumnus for the next 

conversation. 

 

Phonathon is NOT just about raising money. For many alumni, this phone conversation will be 

their only personal link to CU this year. A quality conversation will help you gather information 

about the alum that will be useful to create stronger, more personal future connections. 
 

Why do people give money? 
Contacting alumni and friends by phone accomplishes one of the prime objectives of the 

Advancement Division – to build relationships with our extended family. Many people that you 

call enjoy the chance to speak with someone from the University. It is this relationship that 

presents a case for giving their hard-earned money. 

 

Some of the reasons people give: 

 

They believe in what we are doing – providing an excellent Christian liberal arts 

education to quality students. 

They want to say “thanks” for the opportunities they had as students. 

They have strong, warm memories of their time at CU. 

They desire to support a particular program or activity at CU. 

They believe in continuing education and enjoy supporting it. 

They may be influenced by you! 

 

We are not asking you to call strangers and simply ask for money. One of the most important 

activities of the University Advancement staff is to further existing relationships and cultivate 

new ones with members of the college’s extended family. Visiting with alumni and friends of 

the college helps to develop these relationships. But the Advancement staff can’t visit everyone. 

Your phone call keeps us connected! 
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Cedarville University Phonathon  

This is not a “hard sell” or a “cold call.” The calls you make are distinctly different from 

telemarketing programs: 

Everyone you speak with has a prior and ongoing connection with the University. 

You are not “selling” anything – they already believe in this “product” and are already  

       “sold.” 

Many people you are calling have made a donation to CU at some time in the past, so it’s  

      likely they are already familiar with the Cedarville Fund. But even if they are familiar with  

      the Cedarville Fund, YOUR role is to make it personal. 
 

 

The Role of Tele-Fundraisers 

In fundraising, it is generally understood that “people give to people, not to things.”  We 

support this philosophy by employing students to interact with Cedarville alumni and donors.  

You can communicate best with alumni and other friends because of your current experiences 

at CU. Their support directly benefits students, and there is no better way to solicit or thank 

them than with you. 

 

Staff members often travel for purposes of developing 

relationships with alumni. This method is usually targeted 

toward specific kinds of fundraising such as major gifts, 

endowment, or capital campaign funding. Your role is to help 

build the important Cedarville Fund pool. This pool is from 

which all future small and large gifts come. These are the 

cornerstone gifts that enable Cedarville to accomplish its 

mission day-to-day. These are the gifts upon which 

everything else is built. You can’t build a building unless you 

can afford to furnish it and pay the monthly utilities! 

 

As a student caller you have an opportunity to present the 

“Cedarville of today” and help alumni recall their memories 

of their time on campus. Don’t underestimate your 

effectiveness in a conversation. You are in a public relations 

role as a representative of Cedarville University. 
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Cedarville University Phonathon  

Expectations and Guidelines 
 

This is a professional job. 

 

The amount of responsibility, demanding skills, and prestige far surpasses that of most on-

campus positions. Our alumni expect a high level of professionalism from their alumni staff, 

and we expect no less from you. 

 

You will develop skills and work experience that will be valuable no matter what  

      professional field you pursue, skills many other student workers won’t in other campus  

      jobs. 

You will have the opportunity to begin building a resume before you graduate (see the  

      section on “Marketing your Phonathon Experience”). 

You will meet new and interesting people every night. Besides your co-workers, you will  

      talk with CU alumni and friends from all over the country. 

 

Every member of our team is vital to our success. Working together we can create a win/win 

situation for you, the Advancement Division, and Cedarville University. 

 

 

What do we expect from you? 

 

Student callers are expected, above all, to represent the Lord and the student body of Cedarville.  

You are hired for your ability to promote a positive image of Cedarville students. 

 

What skills does it take to accomplish this? 

 

Successful callers are personable, friendly, reliable, responsible, and have excellent listening 

and communication skills along with a positive attitude. Research confirms the best callers are 

those who are both outgoing and conscientious.  

 

So what can you expect from us? 

 

Food, prizes, and a positive working environment are a few ways we try to make your job fun.  

We will provide training and be available to address your questions and concerns. That is why 

we ask for your feedback concerning your job. We appreciate suggestions and comments 

concerning the Phonathon program and value your feedback. 
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Cedarville University Phonathon  

Code of Conduct 

 
The following guidelines have been established: 

 

Phones are to be used only for Phonathon calls and are not to be used for personal long  

      distance calls. 

No visitors are allowed while you are at work. 

The information in our office is CONFIDENTIAL. It is not to be shared with anyone  

      outside the office. Any breach of this confidence will result in immediate dismissal. 

You must treat all calls with the highest level of professionalism.  Each alum you speak  

      with will be treated with courtesy and respect, regardless of whether or not they make a  

      pledge. 

All gifts and pledges are subject to verification. Any misinformation such as falsifying a  

      pledge will result in immediate dismissal. 

Know when you are scheduled to call. Failure to show up without finding a sub can result in  

      dismissal. 

Student callers will arrive on time and ready to work. There will be a $5.00 for being late. 

Dress code: Class dress (Jeans permissible but no t-shirts). 

Be courteous to the other callers by limiting conversation with one another while in the 

      calling room. 

Work diligently. Remember, you can earn incentives! 

Respect your shift supervisor. 

Inappropriate behavior will result in immediate dismissal. 

Your probationary period automatically ends after three weeks. However, it may be  

      extended for another three weeks at the discretion of the Cedarville Fund Officer. Should  

      an extension or termination be deemed appropriate, you will be required to meet with the  

      Cedarville Fund Officer. 

Two weeks’ written notice is required to end employment. This is a professional courtesy  

      expected  at most places of employment.  
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Cedarville University Phonathon  

Attendance 
As a member of the Phonathon team, you are expected to work when you are scheduled. We 

expect and depend on you to fulfill this commitment. Callers must work a minimum of 2 

shifts per week during Phonathon. You may choose to work more. Contact the Cedarville 

Fund Officer to schedule extra shifts. 

 

Everyone knows well in advance when their papers, tests, and exams are scheduled, so these are 

not reasons to miss a shift on short notice. If you are unable to work a shift when you are 

scheduled to call, it is your responsibility to find a sub to take your place. If you are 

unable to find a sub, you must call the Cedarville Fund Officer during the day BEFORE 

your calling shift. Your commitment to work with Phonathon is a promise to work when you 

are scheduled or provide a sub to fill your space.  If you are unable to continue working with 

the Phonathon, you must provide a standard two-week notice in writing.   

 

Your teammates depend on you to fulfill your commitment. You make it very difficult for your 

team to meet the shift goal if your seat is empty. Please be respectful of your co-workers; 

they’ll appreciate you more if you do not burden them with making up the calls you’re not 

making. 

 

Examples of excused absences are serious illness for which you seek medical treatment, death 

in the family, or unforeseen emergencies. Each caller will get one “freebie” to use at his or her 

discretion. Again, you must notify the Cedarville Fund Officer if you will not be calling when 

you are scheduled. 

 

Making the Call 
Before you even pick up the phone, you need to be prepared. Your demeanor and knowledge of 

the prospect can determine the success of the call. Once you have the correct mindset and 

knowledge of the donor, you are ready to make the call. 

 

The Attitude of the Caller 
Your attitude as a caller will have a dramatic effect on 

the outcome of the call. Research proves most people 

decide whether or not to support a cause within the first 

10 seconds of a call. Therefore, you must be confident of 

your cause, regardless of what you anticipate the results 

will be. 

 

Never apologize for asking the prospect for support. 

People supported them through private gifts when they 

and/or their children were at Cedarville. Now you are 

presenting them with the opportunity to do the same. 

Expect a YES from every call. Don’t jump to conclusions about your prospect’s intentions 

regardless of what the information may indicate, and never say “no” for them. 
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Cedarville University Phonathon 

Think positive! Don’t think of your work as keeping a sinking ship afloat (“We’re desperate for 

your gift!”); rather communicate CU as a locomotive, running full steam ahead, and we’re 

calling to offer them an opportunity to “get on board” with us. 

 

Even though the prospect can’t see your facial expressions, they can certainly “hear” your 

smile! 

 

Before you make the call 
There are several steps before you make each call that are vital to your success. Know the 

prospect.  Several pieces of information are found on the prospect information form that merit 

your attention: 

Know the prospect’s name. Make an effort to  

      pronounce it correctly. If you are unsure, ask  

      in the opening comments of the call. This is far  

      better than going through the entire call  

      mispronouncing his or her name. 

Know where they live. Many of us have  

      something in common with the region where  

      they live. This is a great conversational tool!  

The prospect’s graduation year may assist you  

       in determining their approximate age.   

      Knowing this will help your conversation with  

      prospects. 

Their major and current (or retired) occupation  

      will reveal key elements about the prospect  

      and can provide conversational material. 

Know what is going on at CU, and be ready to share CU news and updates. 

For donors, their previous giving history will determine the level at which we ask for  

      money. We always try to increase their giving level. 

Listen for what you have in common with the donor, and talk about it! 
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Cedarville University Phonathon  

Tips on what to say and how to say it 
Speak clearly and slowly. Enunciate your words so there is no confusion about what you  

      are saying. This will be particularly important when speaking with older alums. 

Maintain your enthusiasm, and be warm and gentle. Vocal inflection will convey just  

      how excited you are about CU! 

Don’t read the script. Know it as well as you can, and be prepared. There are certain  

      phrases, such as the “ask” that are very important. When presenting the case, use your own  

     words and personalize what you are saying. You know what “telemarketers” sounds like,  

     and most agree it’s annoying. Don’t sound like that. 

Listen to the prospect. The best communicators are those who listen to what others have to  

      say. Listening is what separates your call from a telemarketer who just talks and talks. 

Listen to other successful callers around you, and borrow their strategies. 

Be sincere, nice, understanding, and respectful, and remember it’s okay to laugh and have  

      fun with these people! 

Listen carefully to how people answer the phone. If they say, “Hi, this is Larry,”  

      responding with, “Hello, Mr. Jones, this is…” is too formal. The safest bet is to ask for the  

      alumnus by both first and last name such as, “May I speak with Larry Jones?” This builds  

      credibility and professionalism. 

It is not what YOU SAY, but what THEY HEAR that matters.  Try “Did I explain that  

      clearly enough?” rather than “Do you understand?” 

Encourage a prospect to air their feelings. Encourage them to talk about why they feel the  

      way they do. Ask follow up questions to find out what is really on their mind. Tapping into  

      their positive emotions regarding Cedarville is what will motivate them to give.  

Avoid “Yes” or “No” questions because these usually do not yield good information. Ask      

      “What did you like about Cedarville?” instead of “Did you like Cedarville?”  

Practice now to avoid using slang in professional conversations. Slang reduces your  

      credibility. Y’know?  

Don’t be overly anxious about being asked a question you may not know the answer to.  

      Simply respond, “I’m not sure, but I’d be happy to find out for you.” 

Don’t be negative – you never know what the other person’s beliefs are. 

Let the prospect answer completely – don’t cut in or answer for them. 

Remain focused while you are talking with a prospect. It is easy to daydream and let your  

      mind wander. Focus and enthusiasm are vital to the success of your call. If it helps you, take  

      notes! Concentrate on getting information, not the donation. The more you concentrate on  

      the donation, the less you are listening to what the alumnus wants. If you ask good  

      questions and listen to the answers, you will find out what the prospect would like to  

      support at CU and at what level. 

Never eat, drink, or chew gum while you are on the phone. 

It is never okay to lie to alumni! 
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Developing Rapport 
After reviewing the prospect information, you should be able to create a dialogue involving the 

alum. You will learn several ways to develop rapport. This is vital in negotiating and dealing 

with objections. A few things to remember: 

 

A dialogue is two people talking and two people listening.  In this situation, you will want to let 

the alum answer completely. Do not cut him or her off. Listening will provide you with vital 

information throughout the course of the conversation. 

 

Asking open-ended questions is one way to begin a dialogue. This brings the alum into an 

active role in the conversation. Your questions will revolve around the personal information 

from the call sheet and from the conversation. Some examples include: 

    Where did you live when you were a student here? 

    How is [Florida]?  How’s the weather down there? 

    What have you been doing since you left Cedarville? 

 OR what did you do before you retired? 

    How did you become interested in that career field?   

    What are your responsibilities in your job? 

    How do you use your degree on the job? 

    What steps did you take to get your first job after  

      graduation? 

    How did you hear about Cedarville University? 

    What brought you to CU?  What made you decide to  

      come here? 

    What would you like to read about in The Inspire or  

     The Torch? 

    What was the most interesting class you took here? 

    Who was your favorite professor? 

    What activities were you involved in as a student 

     Which did you enjoy most? 

    I see you are married to a Cedarville graduate. How did 

     you meet? 

    What was one of your most memorable moments as a student? 

    How did you make the most of your time at Cedarville?  

 

Be personable. Your tone of voice will convey whether or not you are genuinely interested in 

the prospect. Be sure you are communicating that you are friendly, open, and interested. Offer 

information about yourself to help connect you with the alum. (I am from Ohio, I live in 

Maddox, I’m majoring in elementary education, etc.) Remember, these are not strangers. We all 

have one thing in common: Cedarville University. Use that bond to get personal with the alum.  
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   Mirror the prospect. In counseling, there is a rapport-     

   building technique called mirroring. The therapist  

   mirrors the client by using the same body positions,  

   language, and vocal tones as the client. Even though  

   you aren't sitting across from your prospect, you can  

   mirror his or her tone. If the prospect’s tone and  

   cadence is quiet and slow, don’t overwhelm him or her  

   by being overly enthusiastic. Speak a little softer.  

   Likewise, if the prospect is excited to speak with you, 

be sure you match his or her excitement; you don’t want to sound dull and bored. 

 

Bottom line:  People give to people. Be the type of person you’d want to donate money to.  

 

Effective Listening 
Listening is vital to your job as a Tele-fundraiser. To build rapport and carry on your 

conversation, it is important that you really listen to your prospect. You don’t have the luxury 

of face-to-face contact with non-verbal behaviors revealing the meaning of some messages.  

Nor do you have the benefit of written material that can be re-read. You have one opportunity, 

so focus your attention on what the alum is saying and how he or she says it. Be sensitive to the 

tone of the conversation and keep it positive. Not only will good listening make the 

conversation go better, but also the information gathered will be very beneficial. 

 

Some keys to good listening include: 

Prepare in advance. Review the alum’s data before you call; then your mind will be free to  

      listen. 

Be confident in yourself and Cedarville. Give each call your full attention and enthusiasm  

      regardless of how the last 30 calls have gone. Be enthusiastic, positive, and assertive. 

Limit your own talking. You can’t talk and listen at the same time. 

Be aware of your own rate of speech. Talking too fast or too slow makes it difficult for  

      people to understand you. 

Don’t interrupt a prospect. Be patient. Some people talk more slowly than others. A long  

      pause does not mean they have finished speaking. 

Don’t jump to conclusions. Avoid making unwarranted assumptions. Don’t say “no” for the  

      donor. 

Take notes. Write any important comments the alum makes. You may want to refer to them  

       later in the conversation or after you have finished talking. 

Ask questions. If you don’t understand what the donor is saying, ask him/her to explain. It  

      shows you are paying attention. 

Use active listening responses. An occasional “yes, I see” or “uh-huh” shows that you are  

      still with the prospect and encourages him or her to keep talking. 

Listen for overtones. You can learn a great deal about prospects from the way they express  

      themselves and the way they react to what you say. 
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Making the Ask 
After you’ve established rapport and the donor is comfortable speaking with you, it is time to 

transition into “making the ask” or soliciting the donation. This won’t come as a surprise to 

your prospect; they are already aware they are about to be asked to contribute to Cedarville. 

Hopefully, by this point in the conversation, they are prepared to say YES! 
 

Making the Case/Reasons to Give 
Even though the people you are speaking with are already 

supporters of Cedarville in some way, whether through previous 

gifts, involvement with students, or simply being a graduate, they 

may need reasons to give NOW. The following is a list of reasons 

to provide your case presentation. You should be familiar with 

this list and use it whenever it fits. These are a few, and you will 

have other personal reasons you may mention in your 

presentation. 

 

 

Tuition and fees don’t cover the full cost of an education at CU (or any other 

institution).  Contributions to Cedarville help make up the difference between what 

students pay and what education costs. 

 

The alum benefited from similar generosity when they were a student.  Alumni support 

back then helped keep tuition down. Students today are asking for help to do the same now. 

 

Use the alum’s personal CU experience. In the conversation, the alum probably shared 

positive memories of his or her time at CU. Remind them that their gift to CU will enable 

current and future students to have that same experience.  

 

Our strength is your strength. The stronger the university, the stronger its reputation. The 

stronger its reputation, the more valuable your degree becomes. The reverse is also true! 

 

Increase the value of their degree. The more people give, the better the programs become 

and the University’s reputation improves. This is helpful to alumni when doing a job search 

and Cedarville is on the resume. 

 

Every gift helps. Corporations and foundations often look at the percentage of alumni 

donors when choosing the level at which they will support CU. It helps our case when we 

can show that those who know the university best are strong supporters and care about its 

success. Your gift can spur many more! 

 

Give back. Cedarville has prepared thousands of alumni for personal and professional 

success. Many alumni want to give something back to their university. 

 

Matching gift companies enables them to make an even greater impact. Many alumni 

work for matching gift companies, which can double or triple the size of their gift.  
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Overcoming Objections 
Not surprisingly, there will be prospects you speak with who will voice objections about 

donating to Cedarville. These objections can range from personal financial constraints to 

current, unresolved campus concerns. Below are some ways you can overcome the donors 

objections.  

 

Welcome the Objection. Don’t view an objection as a solid “no.” Objections are just expressed 

concerns. Use open-ended questions to elicit the donor’s concerns and reasons to not donate. 

This will also help you determine whether the objection is a genuine concern or merely a smoke

-screen.  

  

Offer a payment plan option. If a person is unable to give at the amount requested, or you feel 

they want to give but are not capable, they can pay the pledge in installments (monthly, 

quarterly, yearly), or they can put it on their MasterCard or Visa. A person may not have $100 at 

the moment you ask, but they probably have an extra $10 a month. Provide the option of 

making $10 monthly payments. Always confirm the total pledge and the time period in which 

they want to make their pledge. 
 

Negotiate the amount. We will ask the donor to give 50% above their last gift. If they refuse, 

lower the ask by 25% to a lower level. If they still refuse, mention that they “gave X amount 

last year. Can we count on your support again this year?” If they still say it is too high, ask them 

to suggest an amount that will work for them. 
 

Offer Credit Card Gifts. We like credit card gifts. Not only do they save us postage in mailing 

out pledge cards, their gift is instantly fulfilled. Donors don’t have to worry about  

   misplacing their pledge card, and they will still  

   receive a receipt for their gift and a thank you note. If  

   they chose to donate by credit card make sure you take  

   down ALL their information (name as it appears on the  

   card, card number, and month/year of expiration).  
 

   Determine if employer has a matching gift program. A    

   matching gift employer is a corporation that will double,  

   and sometimes triple charitable gifts of their employees.   

   What’s better than free money!?  If the donor does work  

   for a matching gift company, they can pick up the  

   appropriate forms from their personnel office and mail  

   them in with their gift.  
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Ending the Call 
Whether or not you have received a pledge, you want to end the call well.  Since “no” is not 

forever, ending a “no” call positively may lead to a gift next year. Also, remember fundraising 

is not the only purpose for this call. Updating alumni records and building rapport is extremely 

important. 

 

Here are some steps to follow after the “ask” section of each call: 

 

If the alum pledges, thank them immediately. You then will want to find out if they work  

      for a matching gift company. 

Regardless of the outcome, be sure you have verified their address during the call and make  

      the necessary changes. 

 

If they give a pledge, restate the pledge in another thank you, and verify any installment 

information. 

 

Dealing with Rejection 
As great a caller as you may be, you will receive some negative responses to your asks. No 

matter how much you negotiate, no matter how many reasons you provide for their support, 

some prospect will be unwilling to give. You need to learn to rise above rejection and move on 

toward your goal. Provided are some points you should understand about what to do when 

people say no: 

 

First of all, they are not saying no to you. Don’t take it personally. 

You must remember to remain calm, cool, and collected whenever you have a “bad call.”   

      You may learn from an angry prospect how to better approach the next one. 

If you have problems, feel free to ask assistance from your supervisor. A little outside help  

      can change the tone of your calls and even the outcome. 

One of the most vital factors in success is motivation. This shows not only in how many  

      calls you make, but also in your level of excitement. If you are convinced about your cause  

      and optimistic about the prospects pledging their support, then you have given yourself a  

      great advantage. 

Finally, don’t become discouraged. Even if you are not breaking records, you are doing an  

      incredible amount of good just by being on the phone with these prospects. 

 

Remember EVERYONE gets rejections. It is how you deal with these rejections that will make 

you a highly successful caller. 
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What Ifs 
Below are some tips for a variety of conversations you may encounter 

You wake someone up, or the 

person says it is a bad time? 

Apologize for the disturbance and ask them to suggest a 

better time to call. Note the requested call back time.  

You get an answering machine? Hang up and do not leave a message 

The alum is deceased? Express condolences. “Oh, I’m very sorry to hear that.”  

Identify yourself and confirm that you’re speaking about 

the correct person. “This is Sarah Jones calling from 

Cedarville University. Are we speaking about the John 

Smith who graduated from Cedarville  in 1965?” Tell them 

that you’ll update alumni records to prevent future calls/

mailings. Note on the call sheet when the person died. This 

can be awkward, but there’s no way you could have known.  

IF the spouse/person asks about including this information 

in the Inspire, they can send a copy of the obituary to the 

Alumni Relations Office.  

You reach the alum’s parents, 

ex spouse, or former roommate 

(etc)? 

Ask if they’d be willing to give the alum’s current address 

and phone number. Tell the parents that future calls and 

mailings will be sent to the new address. If they don’t want 

to give this information, give them the phone number to the 

Alumni Relations Office (800-837-2566) and/or the email 

address (alumni@cedarville.edu) and ask that their son/

daughter contact the alumni office to update their records. 

The alum asks never to be 

called again? 

Note their request on the call sheet.  (ONLY do this at the 

alum’s request). Confirm that they still wish to receive 

university mailings including the Inspire and the Torch. 

The alum hangs up on you? If you think it was a mistake, call back and say you seem to 

have been disconnected. If it was intentional, make a note 

of it and move on to the next call. 

They don’t want to give out 

business information? 

It helps us to have a daytime contact number. We use 

business information to determine how many of our grads 

work for matching gift companies and what companies do 

match. It’s also helpful to our career services office as they 

hope to build a career network if they know where CU 

grads are and what they are doing. Admissions uses this 

information as a selling point for prospective students to 

know how many alumni are employed in their field. 
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Marketing your Phonathon Experience 
By working with CU’s Phonathon, you have the opportunity to build important skills valued by 

employers in every field. You can choose to make the most of your Phonathon experience if 

you approach it with an internship mindset – give it your best shot, learn all you can, and 

continually work to develop skills and experiences you can confidently talk about in a 

professional interview. 

 

Gain skills 
Thinking on your feet 

Speaking clearly without verbal pauses (um, like,  

       y’know) 

Speaking persuasively 

Active listening 

Making what can be a difficult job enjoyable by  

      being good at what you do 

Dealing with difficult people/situations with tact 

Building confidence in doing business over the  

      phone 

Establishing immediate rapport with people you’ve  

      never met using your CU experience as a  

      common connection 

 

Gain experience  
Working in a team toward a common goal 

Demonstrating your work ethic in an employment situation 

Demonstrating your ability to confidentially handle financial information 

Building a record of credibility, reliability, and personal responsibility on the job 

Taking risks and demonstrating assertiveness and confidence 

Providing customer service, going the extra mile to listen and respond to “customer” needs  

      and concerns 

Communicating the vision of your university to a broad and diverse audience 

Building support for a cause you believe in 

Deepening your own connection with your university by understanding what happens  

      behind-the-scenes to make it run from day-to-day. 

 

 

And remember, an excellent employment record leads to excellent references, which can lead to 

excellent future jobs! 
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Key Terms 
Below are some of the most important terms you will need to be familiar with in order to be a 

successful tele-fundraiser: 

 

FISCAL YEAR: July to June of  a calendar year (Example: July 1, 2008-June 30, 2009). 

 

LYBUNT: A donor who has given last fiscal year but unfortunately not this year.  

 

SYBUNT: A donor who has given some fiscal years but unfortunately not this year. For  

      Cedarville, a SYBUNT has made at least one gift within the previous four fiscal years.  

 

LAPSED: A donor who has not made a gift within the previous five fiscal years.  

 

SEGMENT:  A broad group of constituents to be called that may or may not be made up of  

      pools. (Example: LYBUNTS would consist of one segment). 

 

POOL: A narrower group of constituents to be called within a segment (Example: Alumni  

      Lybunts could be considered a pool. Or graduates who from a specific decade or major). 

 

PLEDGE: A donor who commits to make a gift within the fiscal year.  

 

DESIGNATE:  to indicate how one would like the gift to be used (Example: scholarships). 

 

ENDOWMENT: A pool of invested funds that generate earnings  used for the benefit of  

      the donor and the university. 

 

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP: An invested fund that generates earnings which are used to  

      provided scholarships.  

 

ANNUALLY-FUNDED SCHOLARSHIP: A scholarship that is funded on a yearly basis by  

      a donor or group of donors.  

 

STEWARDSHIP: Ethical and Biblical use of donor funds. Includes appropriate and timely  

       communication with donors and appropriate and timely acknowledgment.  

 

TORCH MAGAZINE: A Cedarville University magazine published quarterly by the  

      Advancement Division meant to keep constituents informed on current events and issues  

      through a biblical worldview.  

 

INSPIRE MAGAZINE: A Cedarville University magazine published quarterly by the  

      Advancement Division meant to update constutients on the University and foster greater  

      affinity. The Inspire target audience is alumni, alumni parents, and current parents. 

 

UPDATE NEWSLETTER: An eight page, full-color newsletter published quarterly by the  

      Cedarville Fund meant to update donors on the University and how their gifts are being  

      used, foster greater affinity, and present a case for continued support.  

 

 


